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Abstract

Academic careers differ from other careers in the role the content of work (research) plays for career dynamics and in the role of scientific communities, which are the work context and provide careers with changing work roles. These specificities surface in studies of academic careers but have not yet been systematically appraised or conceptualized. We address this problem by proposing a model that distinguishes between three interacting careers an academic goes through simultaneously, namely a cognitive career consisting of the interconnected research processes a researcher is involved with over time, a scientific community career of status positions that are associated with specific work roles, and an organizational career that consists of a sequence of organizational positions. The model “brings work back in” the understanding of academic careers, and turns the analysis of academic careers into an interdisciplinary enterprise between the sociology of science, organizational sociology, and higher education research. Two applications demonstrate that analytically separating the three careers and studying their interactions enables new research questions and answers to them.
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1. Introduction

Over the last four decades, higher education research, organizational sociology and science studies have paid increasing attention to academic careers. The large and fast-growing literature appears to cover most concerns of general career research including changes in career patterns caused by societal change, career success and its antecedents, work-life conflicts, gendered careers, career imprinting, and many others. Interestingly, these general questions are often operationalized in unique ways for academic careers, and some of them lead to peculiar answers. The empirical object ‘academic career’ appears to suggest specific research questions and to require specific approaches, both of which are not necessarily consistent with general career theory.

A consistent explanation of specific approaches to academic careers and their sometimes unusual results is still missing. Although studies of academic careers sometimes link them to general career theory, the position of academic careers in career theory remains unclear. We can be sure that academic careers constitute a somewhat specific case but still lack a systematic account of the features they share with other careers, the dimensions in which differences can best be described, and the reasons why academic careers differ from other careers in these dimensions.

With this article, we want to contribute to closing the conceptual gap between research on academic careers and career theory. Our aim is to explain the specificity of academic careers and to provide a heuristics for analysing them by drawing on two ideas (re-)introduced to career research by Barley, namely reviving conceptualizations of careers by the Chicago school (Barley 1989) and the plea for “bringing work back in” (Barley and Kunda 2001). The second suggestion leads to a new facet of career research’s interdisciplinarity. “Bringing work back in” to the study of academic careers means engaging with the sociology of science and reading it as a sociology of research work.

Our argument begins with an exploration of links between research on academic careers and career theory, which leads us to the conclusion that understanding academic careers requires considering the specific content of work and its impact on the career (2). We then utilize the two suggestions by Barley (3.) to develop a model of the academic career that analytically distinguishes between the dynamics of work content, a career in scientific communities and the (inter)organizational career (4). We illustrate the potential of the model with two examples, namely Australian early career researchers’ transition to independent research and the role of academic careers in the development of scientific innovations in four countries (5). Our conclusions address the possibilities of turning our heuristics into a middle-range theory and the scope of such a theory, which depends on the existence of other types of work with similar characteristics (6).
2. **Similar concerns but different emphases**

We begin our argument for the specificity of academic careers by exploring the links between their investigation and general career theory. For this comparison, we disregard the specific results obtained by these studies and focus on types of research questions they asked.¹

Our comparison yields three observations. First, the heuristics of general career research is applied to the investigation of academic careers. Second, exploring some questions of mainstream career research has led to quite specific answers. Third, research on academic careers highlights some features which are counter-intuitive from the perspective of general career theory.

**Applying the heuristics of general career research to academic careers**

The heuristics of general career research has been applied to academic careers by introducing distinctions and using perspectives from general career research in the investigation of academic careers. These include

- the distinction between objective and subjective careers (Khapova et al. 2007; for academic careers see e.g. Åkerlind 2008; Felt et al. 2013);
- relationships between work and family lives (Wolf-Wendel and Twombly 2000; Greenhaus and Foley 2007; for academic careers Ackers 2007);
- the mediation between institutions and careers by scripts, that is collectively shared frames that represent successful career paths and their requirements in a particular institutional environment (Barley 1989; Barley and Tolbert 1997; for academic careers Duberley et al. 2006; Dany et al. 2011); and
- career success (Arthur et al. 2005, for academic careers see the discussion below).

In addition, academic careers have been treated by career theorists as archetypical examples of ‘boundaryless’, ‘protean’, and other ‘new’ careers (Arthur and Rousseau 1996; Baruch 2004), a use that has been supported by the observation that academic careers have always had features of ‘boundaryless’ careers (Harley et al. 2004: 340-341; Enders and Kaulisch 2006). At the same time, the criticism of the idea of ‘boundaryless’ careers has been adopted in the literature on academic careers (Dany et al. 2011). Studies of academic careers suggest that a careful analysis of boundaries in and between scientific communities must supplement the perspective on organizational boundaries, and that the overemphasis on individual agency in shaping careers might better be replaced by introducing scripts as

¹ An important simplification of our analysis, which we share with most of the literature on academic careers, is its limitation to the researcher role of an academic. The simultaneous career in teaching, and the role teaching plays for academic careers, have not yet found sufficient attention.
mediating between institutional structures and individual career choices (Duberley et al. 2006; Dany et al. 2011). Changes in academic careers due to marketization and hierarchisation of universities might introduce new and reinforce existing boundaries in academic careers (Harley et al. 2004).

Specific answers to questions of general career research

Research on academic careers has produced some quite specific answers to the general concerns of career research such as the impact of earlier on later stages of a career and gender biases. In general career research, the impact of earlier on later stages of careers is discussed as “career imprinting” (Higgins 2005), by interpreting careers as “repositories of knowledge” (Bird 1994) and in studies that link mentoring, counselling and networking in earlier stages of a career to its later progress (Bozeman and Feeney 2007; Ibarra and Deshpande 2007). The ‘career outcomes’ of earlier stages are commonly linked to career success.

Studies of academic careers with similar interests mainly link the first stages of an academic career, the “early career phase”, to later career stages. The early career phase includes the PhD and a postdoctoral phase. It usually spans a period of up to eight years after the PhD. Among the variables describing this phase, mentoring (van Emmerik 2004; Kirchmeyer 2005), networking (Casper and Murray 2005; Lam 2007) and training (Duberley et al. 2007; Lee et al. 2010) are most prominent, which is in accordance with the research on careers in general. An additional factor specific to the academic career is mobility in the early career phase (Zubieta 2009).

While the independent variables are very similar, the measurement of career success in academia significantly deviates from the approach of general career research. A review of general career research by Arthur et al. (2005) showed that a large majority of empirical studies focused on income, number of promotions, and organizational position (measured as managerial level or power within the organization) as success in the objective career (see also Ibarra and Deshpande 2007). Only few studies attempted to measure status (also a property of the objective career) or career satisfaction (a property of the subjective career). Other possible aspects of career success were not considered.

Research on the outcomes of academic careers often uses different dependent variables. With very few exceptions (one of which is Kirchmeyer 2005), salaries are not considered as a measure of career success. Being able to have an academic career at all is a very important measure of success for both the objective and the subjective career, which is why achieving a tenured position is an important indicator of success. In few cases, organizational prestige of positions is measured as prestige of departments or universities (Reskin 1979; Miller et al. 2005; Su 2013). The academic’s status in the scientific community is a much more important
measure (Mumford et al. 2005; Youtie et al. 2013). In contrast to general career research, however, the most important indicator is research performance (Reskin 1979; Mumford et al. 2005; Zubieta 2009).

An important difference between academic and other careers concerns the way in which performance is measured. Both organizational and general career theory would suggest that job performance is measured in relation to organizational goals. However, common measures of research performance such as research productivity or research impact have little to do with the organization. These measures are based on the publications researchers address to their scientific communities, and on the impact these publications have (Miller et al. 2005; Zubieta 2009; Zhang and Glänzel 2012; Su 2013).

Changes in the content of work are another effect whose investigation appears to be specific to academic careers. This includes the widespread concern with research performance discussed above. In addition to this mainstream of research on the performance-wise success of academic careers, a few studies ask how earlier career phases affect what researchers do in their later work, i.e. what questions they ask and how they go about solving them. This question is indirectly addressed by Zhang and Glänzel (2012) as well as Jonkers and Tijssen (2008), whose bibliometric studies include the impact of earlier career phases on later collaboration. Lam (2007) asked how careers affect knowledge flows between research in universities and industry.

Research on academic careers has also returned specific answers to questions about gender discrimination (see e.g. Reskin 1993; Phillips 2005; Castilla 2008 for concerns in general career research). In addition to studies of gender discrimination in organizational decisions on academic careers and ‘cooling out’ effects of discriminating working conditions (e.g. Mählick 2001; Krais 2002), two specific observations have been made. First, gender discrimination has been ascribed to decision processes in scientific communities. For example, Wennerås and Wold (1997) found that women applying to the Swedish research council for grants had to document higher performance in order to have equal chances of receiving a grant. Second, researchers have identified a “productivity puzzle” (Cole and Zuckerman 1984): Women were found to publish less than men (Cole and Singer 1991; Xie and Shauman 1998), with the search for explanations apparently still ongoing. At the same time, the difference in productivity has been shown to be field-specific and on the decline (Abramo et al. 2009; van Arensbergen et al. 2012). The field-specificity of the productivity gap and of the representation of women across the academic ranks suggest that the social conditions discriminating against women systematically vary with the content of academic work.
Counter-intuitive features of academic careers

Three characteristics of academic careers look ‘odd’ from the perspective of general career research, namely

- the institution of tenure, which appears to exist in most national career systems and has attracted various functionalist explanations that tie the institution of tenure to the problem of recruiting new faculty members or to the necessity to guarantee the independence of research (Carmichael 1988; Siow 1998);

- the observation that postdocs, which belong to the most highly qualified segment of the work force, are being paid below the average wage in the US (Stephan 2013); and

- a reverse relationship between seniority and pay (Ransom 1993), which is caused by performance differences between younger and older faculty (Moore et al. 1998).

Another interesting counter-intuitive feature concerns the relationship between academic careers and organizations. There are phases in the academic careers that are largely independent of employment organizations. Salaries and the means for conducting research are granted by research councils, which are best considered intermediary organizations between the state and scientific communities (Braun 1998). Researchers receiving such grants work at universities but do not really depend on them and can often choose a university to work at. These grants fund an increasing number of postdoctoral positions (e.g. Jacob and Lefgren 2011) and positions for young leaders of research groups (e.g. Hornbostel et al. 2009). More generally, the transition from university block funding to a split system of block funding and project grant funding significantly increases the independence of successful researchers vis-à-vis their university (see already Greenberg 1966 on “grant swingers”).

Thus, we observe phases of the academic career that are almost exclusively controlled by the scientific community. In addition, universities rely on peer review and thus on scientific communities in many of their decisions on the careers of their employees.

Two major lessons can be distilled from this brief review. First, the content of work plays a much more significant role in the analysis of academic careers, and therefore most likely in the careers themselves. Second, the scientific communities to which academics belong appear to play a stronger role than do the professions, occupational communities or communities of practice discussed in general career research. They do not only provide a social context in which “careers of achievement” occur but constantly interfere with the academics’ movement through organizational positions. This is why treating them as “career communities … from which people draw career support” (Parker and Arthur 2000: 105) or as an institutional context (Duberley et al. 2006: 1138) does not do them justice.
Although research on academic careers clearly points to these two specificities, they are not systematically addressed or conceptualized. Instead, there is a tendency either to treat academic careers as a separate phenomenon and not linking them to general career theory at all, or to subsume observations to the conceptual schemes of career theory. This leaves some interesting research questions unexplored. How does the content of academic work (specifically research) interact with institutional settings in shaping academic careers? How do careers mediate institutional influences on the content of research? How do the fluid trans-national scientific communities interact with national institutions in shaping academic careers? Answering these questions requires a wide understanding of careers and considerable attention to the content of work, which both have been suggested by Stephen Barley.
3. Utilizing two suggestions by Stephen Barley

In his account of the emergence of research on careers by the Chicago school of sociology, Barley (1989) observes that this research took off with a wide notion of ‘career’. Commenting on Wilensky’s (1960) criticism of this wide notion, Barley states:

> Despite the benefits of the restrictions that Wilensky advocated (which, as we shall see, most modern career scholars adapt in practice, if not in theory), it is worth remembering that precision, by definition, requires narrowing and that narrowing entails loss. The critical question is whether the loss involves anything of value (Barley 1989: 45).

Barley demonstrates that the Chicago School sociologists did not reduce the concept ‘career’ to a movement through a series of jobs that leads to increasing status or rewards. Instead, the concept was understood to refer to “a series of statuses and clearly defined offices” (Hughes), “any social strand of any person’s course through life” (Goffman), or “a series of related and definable stages or phases of a given sphere of activity that a group of people goes through in a progressive fashion (that is, one step leads to another) in a given direction or on the way to a more or less definite and recognizable end-point or goal or series of goals” (Roth) (ibid: 45–48, quotes from page 46). Barley shows that

> ... Hughes and his students composed their fugue-like renditions of career by weaving together four related themes: (a) careers fuse the objective and the subjective; (b) careers entail statues passages; (c) careers are rightfully properties of collectives; and perhaps most importantly (d) careers link individuals to the social structure. (ibid: 49)

Career research has partly caught up with these ideas. The tradition has lived in research on professional careers (Dalton et al. 1977; Dalton 1989) and more generally on career-like progress in occupational communities (Zabusky and Barley 1996). By now, the definition of a career by Arthur et al. (1989: 8) as “the evolving sequence of a person’s work experiences over time” has been widely adopted.² This definition does not limit the concept ‘career’ to a sequence of jobs. It does, however, limit it to work.

Does it also include work content? Although the definition is wide enough that it could, our brief review demonstrated that it does not. This observation leads us to a second important suggestion, namely to “bring work back in” studies of organizations (Barley and Kunda 2001). Barely and

---

² Unfortunately, the widespread use of this definition does seem to include an element of alibi. For example, Arthur himself introduces this definition (Arthur 2008: 166) only to define a “boundaryless career” as “a sequence of job opportunities that goes beyond the boundaries of any single employment setting” on the following page (ibid: 167). As the review of research on career success by Arthur et al. (Arthur et al. 2005) demonstrates, this research reduces the career to a sequence of jobs. Valcour et al. (2007) explicitly lean towards the narrow Wilenskyen definition in order to introduce their “customized careers”. And so on.
Kunda criticize organizational theory for neglecting the content of work and list several possible payoffs of bringing work back in. One advantage is that “situated studies of work can potentially resolve puzzles that have stymied older, less well-grounded theories because they produce more concrete images of organizing.” (ibid: 87) The authors demonstrate the dangers of confusing formal descriptions of work roles with the actual work content, and suggest that a focus on work might better support studies of the dynamics of organizing (ibid: 88).

“Bringing work back in” studies of the academic career may benefit from the fact that research has been the subject of extensive workplace studies for more than three decades. The constructivist turn in the sociology of science has led to a wealth of ethnographic studies that analysed in great detail how scientific knowledge is produced, and how researchers interact in this production (e.g. Knorr-Cetina 1981; Lynch 1985; Latour and Woolgar 1986 [1979]; Collins 2004). Although ethnographic science studies have paid only limited attention to interactions between researchers and their organizations, they provide valuable information about the content of work, which has such a strong influence on academic careers.
4. Explaining the peculiarities of academic careers

Our proposal for a reconceptualization of academic careers responds to their specific features and to Barley’s methodological recommendations. We follow the wider approach suggested by the Chicago School and define a career as a series of interconnected work situations an individual goes through. We thereby limit the concept to work but impose no other limitations. In particular, we do not limit the concept to organizational positions, a person’s experiences or progression in the sense of increasing gains of whatever kind.

The definition makes it possible to analytically distinguish three different careers through which an academic moves simultaneously, namely

- a cognitive career consisting of the sequence of research processes an academic is involved in;
- a community career in their scientific communities, in which academics not only build (and lose) reputation among their peers but also move through a series of statuses and associated work roles; and
- an organizational career in the traditional sense, in which academics move through sequences of organizational positions.

From this perspective, talking about ‘the academic career’ does not make much sense unless the context in which the move through interconnected situations occurs – knowledge, community, or organization – is specified. We now extend the conceptualization of each of the three careers and their interaction.

4.1. The content of work: Diachronic structures in research and cognitive careers

One of the peculiarities of research, which sets it apart from most other work, is its production of and embeddedness in diachronic knowledge structures that extend throughout an academic’s research biography. By diachronic knowledge structures we mean sequences of research processes that build on each other because the knowledge produced in previous research processes informs the choices of research problems and approaches in subsequent research. Research in the sciences, social sciences and humanities differs from much other organized work because it is embedded in such diachronic structures, which it simultaneously extends.

The diachronic knowledge structure that is central to the academic career emerges and operates on the individual level.3 It evolves in the course of an individual researcher’s cognitive career because each research process uses and contributes to the researcher’s evolving scientific knowledge, which is used in current and future research. The problem-solving processes a

---

3 A scientific community’s shared body of knowledge might also be considered as such a diachronic knowledge structure.
researcher is involved with are interlinked through this use of previously produced knowledge in subsequent research and form ‘research trails’, i.e. sequences of thematically interconnected projects in which findings from earlier projects serve as input in later projects (Chubin and Connolly 1982).

These diachronic structures are different from the accumulation of knowledge that has been described for careers in professions and skilled occupations (Dalton 1989; Bird 1994; Zabusky and Barley 1996). Learning in communities of practice makes it possible to improve one’s work because problems can be solved more efficiently. It does not affect the formulation of tasks or the basic inventory of approaches to solving them. The former is set by the organization, while authority over the latter is shared between organizations and professions. In contrast, researchers formulate their own tasks. They do this by interpreting their community’s body of knowledge in the light of their own previous research and the approaches available to them. Their work process unfolds over time, and does so largely independently of the organization they work in (Whitley and Gläser 2014a).

Research trails do not always take the simple linear form considered by Chubin and Connolly. Researchers may simultaneously work on several different topics, i.e. have several parallel research trails (see e.g. Zuckerman and Cole 1994: 398-399; Gläser and Laudel 2007: 143). A research trail can branch out into several new trails, which are relatively independent of each other and are followed by the researcher in parallel. Research trails may also end if the researcher loses interest or does not find funding for continuing them.

Through these diachronic structures, previous research influences the choice of new research problems, as current research will – through modifying the structures - influence future choices. The evolving bodies of knowledge constitute important conditions of action for researchers.

The diachronic structure resembles a career pattern, which is why we term it cognitive career. It is covered by our definition because it is an interconnected series of research processes and thus of work situations. The content of research unfolds over time, has - at least in the perception of researchers – distinguishable stages, and is closely linked to other career experiences. For the sake of analytical clarity, we think that introducing research trails as an academic’s cognitive career justified.

4.2. The scientific community: Status-related experiences and the community career

The definition of a community career as a series of interrelated reputational statuses and accompanying work roles of members of a scientific community resonates with the work on careers in professional and occupational communities. The literature on careers of professionals has already suggested that they have a second career in their professional community (Dalton et al. 1977; Zabusky and Barley 1996). Applying this
idea to scientific communities fits their strong role in academic careers better than relegating them to the context of academics’ organizational careers. We consider scientific communities as social collectives in which academics have a parallel career that proceeds somewhat independently of their career in organizations.

A major difference between community careers of academics and professional careers or ‘careers of achievement’ of technicians stems from the fact that scientific communities are not only communities of practice but also production communities, i.e. a configuration of actors who jointly produce scientific knowledge (Gläser 2006; 2007: 247-249; 2012). Tasks emerge, collaboration occurs, and results are used in scientific communities. Consequently, academics do not only acquire reputation and go through a series of corresponding status positions in their scientific community but also have work roles in this community. The work roles are linked to the influence researchers have on each other’s work. Community members whose scientific contributions are used by many other members have a higher reputation and status. They influence the knowledge production of others not only through their own contributions but also through their work as reviewers and advisors. In order to include the link between work role and status in a community career, we adopt a proposal by Dalton et al. (1977: 22-23) and distinguish four stages of an academic’s community career:

- **apprentices** learn to conduct research while working under the direction of others;
- **colleagues** conduct independent research and contribute its results to their community’s knowledge;
- **masters are colleagues** who additionally lead groups or act as a mentors for apprentices; and
- **members of the elite** additionally shape the direction of the knowledge production of their community.

All researchers can be said to go through the stage of an apprentice which is usually associated with the PhD phase and possibly a subsequent postdoctoral phase. Most researchers can be assumed to reach the ‘colleague’ stage of an independent contributor, which means that they can

- assess the relevance, validity and reliability of the community’s body of knowledge and of the contributions offered by fellow members in their publications;
- acquire valid and reliable knowledge that is deemed relevant for their work;
- identify gaps in that knowledge and formulate research questions concerning these gaps;
- assess their capabilities and opportunities to answer these research questions;
• conduct the work that is necessary for answering the research questions, which may include collaborating with other researchers; and

• publish the results in a way they can be adopted by their scientific community.

The master and elite stages add specific tasks and responsibilities to this status, and are not reached by all community members. In many experimental science communities, the master stage includes the direction of the work of others, which usually means that the master leads a research group and realizes a research program. The elite stage is characterized by the production of scientific contributions that orient the work of a large number of community members as well as the inclusion in informal networks in which the direction of the community’s research is negotiated (see for this stage Mulkay 1976; Laudel 2005).

Although the community career is described here as a vertical move through status positions, this is by no means a necessity. Reputation can be lost as well as gained, as Collins (2004) describes for one of the main proponents in a controversy about the search for gravitational waves. Researchers in the experimental sciences who lose funding and cannot maintain a group may move from the master stage back to the colleague stage. Thus, while there is vertical movement, transitions between the last three stages appear to be reversible.

4.3. Organizations: Job-related experiences and the organizational career

For the organizational career of an academic we can maintain a very narrow conceptualization and define it as a sequence of jobs (e.g. Otto et al. 1981: 3), and the job as a set of work roles “that have requirements for entry, imply a set of routines that characterize the content of the work role, and provide rewards for work-role occupancy and performance” (ibid.: 16). We just need to consider that while going through this organizational career, researchers also go through the other two careers.

The national systems of academics' organizational careers can roughly be categorized as chair systems, tenure systems and tenure-track systems. Chair systems are characterized by late tenure and an academic's formal dependence from a chair holder in the (long) period between the PhD and becoming a professor. Germany is a typical representative of the chair system. The tenure system is characterized by a short probation period, early tenure and internal promotion. This system which for example exists in the UK and Australia, features flat hierarchies. All academics are formally independent. Tenure-track system such as the US-American are based on long and rigorous probation periods before tenure might or might not be granted.

The link between organizations and academic careers is somewhat tenuous because the organization provides positions that are tied to salaries and
access to resources but has little influence on the actual definition of an academic’s research task. While individual research performance is measured and many organizations try to increase the performance of their researchers, they have little influence on what is researched, how it is researched, and with whom an academic collaborates in this research. From the perspective of scientific communities, the main purpose of organizations is to equip some community members with the resources they need for conducting research (salaries for academics, infrastructure and resources for research). Task definition, conduct of work, and integration of results is under the community’s authority. This is why the work roles defined by organizational positions are rather unspecific. They leave the content of work to be specified by community work roles, and ultimately by academics themselves as they develop their cognitive career.

4.4. Interactions between the three careers

The three careers of a researcher – the cognitive, the community and the organizational careers – can be analytically separated and must be considered in their own right (i.e. with their own endogenous dynamics) when academic careers are analysed. It is not sufficient to treat the cognitive and community careers as the context of the organizational career because the organizational career may be simply a resource for researchers that enables cognitive and community careers.

Diagram 1 shows the basic relationships between the community career, the cognitive career and the organizational career of a researcher. The cognitive career is influenced by the community career of a researcher because knowledge acquisition as well as opportunities to conduct research, to collaborate, and to communicate partly depend on the stage of the community career and the status assigned to it. It is also influenced by the organizational career because organizations provide access to resources, and interorganizational mobility moves academics between local working environments. The community career must provide the knowledge base and reputation that are necessary to be hired by organizations, and the organizational career must provide the opportunities to pursue the community career.
Diagram 1  A researcher’s three careers and their interrelations

The three careers coincide in the decisions of researchers. Researchers constantly reflect their position in the three careers and consider the other two careers when making a decision on one of them. This link is most prominent between the cognitive and organizational careers, where the anticipation of one career’s development usually affects decisions on the next step in the other.
5. Applications

In this section, we present two applications of our conceptual approach. In both cases, investigating the relationship between the three careers was crucial for answering research question about the impact of institutional conditions on the content of research. We operationalized our conceptual approach by reconstructing the cognitive and organizational careers and presenting visualizations of these careers to researchers in semi-structured interviews about their careers and research conditions. The reconstruction of cognitive careers is based on a bibliometric analysis of the interviewees’ oeuvres (see Gläser and Laudel 2015 for a description of the method). Diagram 3 in section 5.2 shows examples of the pictures presented to interviewees, a simplified version of which is also included in the analytical scheme in Diagram 2 in the following section.

5.1. Becoming an independent researcher in Australia

Our discussion of the community career suggests that the transition from the apprentice to the colleague stage is the most important status passage and change of work roles in the community career. It includes the move from guided to autonomous research, which is associated with becoming a full member of the community. As far as decisions about the content of their research are concerned, researchers are largely independent of their own scientific community. Colleagues are ‘alone in their community’ because the latter expects that they apply their own independent judgement to research problems, objects, and methods, and that they can conduct research under these conditions.

This transition poses a major challenge to all would-be colleagues. For it to be successful, researchers must have reached a stage of their cognitive career at which the acquired knowledge base and abilities enable independent decisions about research, and a stage of their organizational career that provides them with opportunities to realize these decisions. This is often problematic because a researcher’s knowledge base is still limited when the transition is expected, and most researchers have never formulated a research question on their own. The organizational career is particularly important in this phase. It usually includes the transition from a PhD or postdoctoral position to an entrance position for an academic at a university.

Against this background, the increasing concern about the early career phase becomes understandable. Studies of the postdoctoral phase have discovered an increase in the duration of postdoctoral employment, which is caused by the lack of permanent academic positions (Stephan and Levin 2001), (Roberts 2002), (Åkerlind 2005), NRC (2005), (Puljak and Sharif 2009), (Müller 2014). Early Career Researchers (ECRs) have below-average success rates when applying for research grants, a situation which funding agencies seem to have contributed to by raising their expectations on grant applications (Bazeley et al. 1996; NRC 2005: 102-103).
The studies listed above have been conducted from the traditional organizational perspective and therefore missed dynamic interactions between cognitive, community and organizational careers. We therefore conducted a pilot study in order to explore how the situation of Australian ECRs would look like if the alignment of organizational, cognitive and community careers was taken into account (Laudel and Gläser 2008).

We conducted the study as a secondary analysis of interviews with ECRs that were conducted in a larger project on the impact of funding conditions on Australian university research (Gläser and Laudel 2007; Gläser et al. 2010). We selected interviews with Australian academics who completed their PhD up to eight years before the interview. A total of 16 academics from Physics (2), Mathematics (1), Biochemistry (3), Geology (3), Political Sciences (4), and History (3) met this criterion.

We reconstructed the cognitive, community and organizational careers of each researcher from the interview and bibliometric data, assessed the status of the academic, and identified factors in the three careers and in their interaction that promoted and hindered the transition to independent research. Information on the progress of the three careers was organized in chronological schematics that enabled their simultaneous assessment (Diagram 2).

The following short description of the three careers presents the results concerning the status passage in the community career and patterns in the cognitive and organizational careers that are characteristic of successful and delayed transitions to independent research.
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<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citations*</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topical Changes</td>
<td>Topic 1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Topic 2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Topic 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community Career</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Career stage</td>
<td>Apprentice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhD Awarded</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organisational Career</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Job positions</td>
<td>PhD Fellowship University A</td>
<td>Several postdoctoral positions at University B</td>
<td>Lecturer at University B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomy to decide about the research content</td>
<td>(no information)</td>
<td>Low (research for industry)</td>
<td>high</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability of time</td>
<td>(no information)</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>Very low</td>
<td>low</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability of funding</td>
<td>(no information)</td>
<td>Medium (lack of personnel, running costs)</td>
<td>Low (no external grants)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* self-citations excluded

Diagram 2 Career profile of a researcher and main influencing conditions (example)

Status passage in community careers: Only seven of the 16 academics could be categorized as conducting independent research at the time of the interview (Table 1). These researchers either had made autonomous decisions about new research topics during or after their PhD-phase. They all had won external competitive grants, which means that their independently designed research projects found the approval of their scientific communities. The following example describes the emergence of research plans at the ‘colleague’ level:

The DNA work I’d already started with different collaborators [at my previous university] and that had resulted in a publication before I even came here. But I saw there was considerable scope for continuing it. And the other aspect to it, the work on the development of [insects] under different temperature regimes I had done some work on in my PhD but again wanted to expand so the genesis of the project was in my earlier work [at my previous university] and I suppose the ideas had arisen then from recognition of what was required to really make full use of the [insects] in an [application] context. So the whole reason the Linkage project was
able to be successful was that I was able to put a suitable argument forward to the Linkage partners that by carrying out this research we would be able to improve the application of the [insects] in [the application contexts].

(Biologist, Lecturer)

We categorized five ECRs as not (yet) conducting independent research. Two of them had not yet published the results of their PhD project or any subsequent research findings. The three others have minor publications (in local journals, as conference papers, or as co-authors of colleagues to whose research project they contributed). We concluded from the interviews that two of the five had little interest in research.

And if I’m left to my own devices I won’t do that. I will do everything else, and then research. As I say, it’s the last thing. So, having someone to work with is fantastic, because you do it for the other person as opposed to for yourself.

(Historian, Lecturer)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (number of cases)</th>
<th>Fields</th>
<th>Distinctive attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Independent research (7)</td>
<td>Physics, Geology, Biology, History, Political Science</td>
<td>Long-term research interests or self-selected topics after the PhD, publication of post-PhD results, external funding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependent research or no research (5)</td>
<td>Geology, Mathematics, History, Political Science</td>
<td>Few or zero publications of PhD and post-PhD research, no consistent research plans, no external funding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambiguous cases (4)</td>
<td>Geology, Biology, History</td>
<td>Inconsistent publication record, internal grants, closely integrated in research groups</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Categorization of ECRs according to the independence of their research

The remaining four researchers could not be unambiguously categorized. The interviews did not provide enough information about their research because the interviewees did not volunteer it, and the focus of the main study prevented us from probing deeper.

We can explain our findings on the dynamics of the community career (success and failure of the transition from apprentice to colleague) by the dynamics of the other two careers and their interaction.

Cognitive careers: In the context of the cognitive career, ‘success’ of a PhD means that the topic of the PhD leads to new research. All ECRs who were independent at the time of the interview built upon their PhD by further
pursuing this topic and simultaneously broadening their research. They included new questions, new objects or methods, and in some cases added new topics to that of the PhD.

The PhD topic was also continued by two academics who had not achieved colleague status for lack of any alternative research ideas. Two other ECRs who have not achieved the colleague stage largely ceased to conduct research, and the fifth experienced an externally enforced change of his topic because he had to adapt to the research profile of his department, and has not yet achieved independence after the radical change.

Organizational careers: The most important channel through which organizational careers affected the transition to independent research was the provision of time for research. Organizational careers varied significantly with regard to the sequence of positions taken for the PhD-phase. Eight of our ECRs took significantly longer than the expected four years (from six up to 13 years). In most cases, PhD students who had these extended PhD phases did not manage to complete their PhD during their scholarship, or did not have a scholarship. These ECRs had to take on positions to support themselves. Many of them worked as casual teachers or Associate Lecturers. The time constraints resulting from these tasks expanded the final phase of the PhD by several years. These extensions of the PhD phases did not in all cases prolong the apprenticeships. Some comments in the interviews suggested that an extended PhD phase can contain elements of the transition to independent research.

After completing their PhD, all but one of the independent ECRs went through a research-intensive phase – organizational positions in which research was the only work role - before taking up the standard academic employment. This observation can be linked to the severe time problems that have been reported by most ECRs on standard teaching and research positions. When Australian ECRs begin their work as lecturers, they are confronted by high teaching and administration loads, which are common at most Australian universities. Most interviewees in the main study from which our sample was drawn reported teaching loads of ten to twelve contact hours per week, often accompanied by time-consuming administrative duties. These time problems were aggravated for new lecturers who had to develop all their courses at once. As a result, the 14 ECRs who reported time problems said that at the beginning of their work in standard teaching and research positions they had virtually no time for research at all. Successful ECRs managed to continue publishing on the basis of research results accumulated in their research intensive time before the standard employment.

Contrary to the picture drawn by previous studies, only less than one third of our interviewees described resource problems. We found two possible reasons for this, which are difficult to differentiate. First, universities tended to invest in the research base of their ECRs. Most ECRs could access small grants after being appointed by their current university. Instead of funding
whole research projects, these grants were intended as ‘start-up’ grants that support bids for ‘big’ external grants. Nevertheless, seven of the ECRs that were categorized as not independent or as ambiguous cases used them as sole means for funding their research. This indicates a possible second reason for the lack of complaints about the research base. ECRs might have adopted their research aspirations to their funding opportunities by doing ‘small research’ with ‘small grants’.

**Interactions between careers:** Two conditions are of particular importance for the transition from apprentice to colleague. The condition produced by the *cognitive career* is a PhD topic that can serve as the beginning of a research trail (by generating new research problems and being expandable). This appears to be the most important (albeit not a necessary) condition for a successful transition. In the *organizational career*, a research-intensive time in which a sufficient stock of knowledge can be built up seems to be crucial because at the beginning of the first academic standard position there is almost no time for research at all.

Our analysis shows that a clear alignment of cognitive, community and organizational careers is the exception rather than the rule. The variety of precarious positions that need to be taken in order to ‘cover’ the final stage of the apprenticeship and the transition period produces a major misalignment of community and organizational careers. The colleague state to which ECRs are expected to move requires time horizons and resources for independent research, which simply didn’t exist for several interviewees. Another misalignment of community and organizational careers is due to the universities’ disregard for the requirements of the transition period. Several academics in our sample were recruited without having shown any sign of a successful cognitive or community career. Furthermore, universities provide special financial assistance for their ECRs but do not compromise on what has turned out to be the most serious constraint, namely time for research.

These misalignments demonstrate that the phase that is usually referred to as ECR phase in the literature may comprise four quite different stages of the community career, namely

- the independent research of an apprentice-turned colleague;
- the transition from apprentice to colleague;
- the last phase of an apprenticeship and a subsequent transition; or
- continued dependent research.

Without taking into account the three careers of a researcher and their possible misalignments, studies of ECR are bound to analyse a mixture of these stages, which makes findings difficult to interpret.

It has also become clear that the three careers of an academic relate to the transition to independent research in entirely different ways. The cognitive career consists of an accumulation of knowledge and abilities that will at
some point enable independent research regardless of an academic’s organizational position and status in the community. The community mostly ‘looks from afar’ by judging contributions regardless of the support an academic had in producing them. However, when academics appear at conferences or are drawn into new collaboration, their status will soon be revealed, and interactions with them adjusted accordingly. Finally the organizational career as it is currently designed does not systematically take into account the transition phase. If it would, the transition phase would be supported by guaranteeing research time at the beginning of the standard employment. As it currently stands, the organizational career sends apprentices out and takes colleagues in without providing favourable conditions for the status passage from one into the other.

5.2. The impact of careers on opportunities for scientific innovations

The second example is part of an internationally comparative analysis of the impact of changing authority relations on conditions for scientific innovations. We asked how the changing structures and processes of governance modified the relative authority of actors over the choice of research problems and thus the opportunities for researchers to develop innovations in their field. The project compared these conditions in four countries for one innovation each from the physical sciences, life sciences, social sciences, and humanities. The results of the project are described in several chapters in Whitley and Gläser (2014b).

Our example is taken from the analysis of an innovation in physics, namely the experimental realization of Bose-Einstein Condensation in cold atom gases (see Laudel et al. 2014b for a full account of the study ). Bose-Einstein Condensation (BEC) is a state of matter that occurs when gases of atoms or subatomic particles are cooled to near absolute zero. This state had been theoretically predicted by Bose and Einstein in 1924. In 1995, two US groups produced the first BECs. It took more than two years before other research groups were able to replicate the experiments. When they succeeded, it soon turned out that BEC can be used for a wide range of fundamental research in several subfields of physics, and BEC research grew rapidly. However, until the early 2000s, researchers who wanted to produce a BEC faced significant technical and strategic uncertainties and needed considerable resources for the experiment to succeed.

4 For methodological reasons, our study did not concentrate on the actual innovation but rather included the early diffusion of the innovation in different national science systems. Innovations are likely to emerge in just one country, which is why an internationally comparative study of the emergence of innovations would have required finding similar innovations emerging in the countries under investigation at approximately the same time. This is close to impossible. Since the early development of an innovation poses similar problems as the actual invention in terms of contradicting the community’s majority opinion, access to resources, and reputational risks, the early stages of diffusion were used and enabled comparisons of national science systems for the same innovation.
In the following, we discuss the impact of authority relations on cognitive careers by comparing two researchers who wanted to begin research on BEC. One of them could immediately realize this intention, while the other’s move to BEC research was considerably delayed.

The interviews began by presenting a printout of the picture representing the interviewees’ cognitive and organizational careers (Diagram 3). In the first part of the interview, physicist 1 described the development of his research, beginning with his PhD research (cluster I). During his postdoc, he learned a new method which still belonged to the field of his PhD. He then moved on to another field (cluster II) but abandoned this work because he saw no future in it. At the same time, physicist 1 (as many other later BEC researchers) had followed the international development and learned new techniques of laser cooling, which are important for producing BECs (cluster III).

A: That’s why it is finished here (pointing at cluster II). I saw no future in that field. And similar things happened [elsewhere] there is not much continuing. It is more or less a completed field.

Q: Is it just saturated?

A: Yes it is just saturated. And that’s what you have to do, you stop. ... And I started to do laser cooling. And you can see that slowly the laser cooling field took over. And then I stopped this (pointing at cluster II) and I continued further on that (pointing at cluster III).

Inspired by the promising results and the eventual first experimental success of US groups, the researcher intended to move his research in this new direction. Cluster III contains both the use of laser cooling methods that was not yet directed at BEC and the subsequent work on BEC. Clusters III and IV (publication 5 and 4) are thematically connected, one being the production of a BEC (III), the other the use of a BEC in other research (IV).

---

5 Interviews were conducted in English. Omissions and changes that are necessary for privacy protection are marked by [brackets], other cuts by “...”. For reasons of privacy protection we disguised the names of topics and publication titles as well as positions and locations.
Diagram 3: Cognitive and organizational careers of two researchers who moved to the innovation BEC immediately (Physicist 1) and with a delay of nine years (Physicist 2).

Overall, the cognitive career of physicist 1 was shaped by opportunities to follow his interests when beginning and abandoning research trails after the PhD. This looks surprising given his organizational career, which consisted of dependent positions that did not grant him the right to decide autonomously.

---

6 The sizes of circles indicate numbers of citations, colours indicate thematically different clusters. The widths of lines indicate the strengths of thematic connections. Numbers in circles link publications to a publication list.
on research topics. However, the second part of the interview revealed that although physicist 1 was formally dependent on his professor, this professor tolerated the plan to begin BEC research and granted the interviewee the use of infrastructure. The interviewee could mobilize the necessary additional funding for specific equipment and personnel first by ‘bootlegging’ money from other projects and later through grants specifically awarded for BEC research.

The second BEC researcher described a cognitive career that was markedly different. Physicist 2 moved from his PhD topic (cluster I), which was different from BEC research, to research that was directly relevant for BEC and could have developed into his own BEC research trail (cluster II). However, he abandoned this research and worked on a different topic (cluster III). He felt unable to compete with groups abroad, not least because he could not secure the considerable resources he would have needed:

A: If I would have had the opportunity to start a fully independent research group with the clear understanding that I would be completely on the same scale with these groups, things might have been different. ... The investment necessary to do something close to identical to what was present at [the successful BEC groups in the US] would have required more than €500,000, perhaps closer to €1 million, several junior people and several years of investment. This is not a scale where a junior person can start. I did not have the scientific muscle to bring about such a major effort.

He continued his career with dependent positions in research groups whose leaders had other interests than BEC research and whose infrastructure he could not utilize for his interest in BEC. Only when he could secure an independent position and obtained external research grants, he could begin the long-planned BEC work.

A: At that time I was really at the point where this [...] idea could take shape, start my own line of research, students that I guided from the start. So I started with one university-funded PhD student. I applied for funding for a second one. This was granted. Then one could really speak of a team and the setup was built. And this is the effort that is depicted here in yellow (pointing at cluster IV).

Thus, this interviewee’s BEC research started with an unintended delay of several years. It then took him several years to produce a BEC, apply it to answer an interesting question and to publish the results. This led to a gap of two years in which he didn’t publish. The university supported the move towards BEC by tolerating the lack of publication output for several years.

Taken together, interviews with BEC researchers enabled the identification of authoritative agencies with veto powers concerning the necessary conditions for changes of the cognitive career. Researchers who wanted to develop the innovation BEC needed to simultaneously control the infrastructure of a laboratory at the university, acquire external grants,
have access to PhD students and work in an environment that tolerated publication delays of several years. Only if all these conditions were met, the work with the scientific innovation was likely to be successful.

This example demonstrates an impact of organizational careers on the content of research. Other case studies in the same project included organizational careers that prevented changes of research topic or enabled changes but prevented the success of new research trails (Laudel et al. 2014a; Laudel et al. 2014b). The example presented here also demonstrates that sometimes looking at organizational careers is not enough because the formal position does not provide enough information about the work-related interactions in the organization.
6. Conclusions

Academic careers differ from other careers in the role the content of work (research) plays for the career dynamics and in the role of communities, which are the work context and provide careers with changing work roles. These specificities surface in studies of academic careers but have not yet been systematically appraised or conceptualized. We addressed this problem by proposing a model that distinguishes between three interacting careers an academic goes through simultaneously, namely a cognitive career consisting of the interconnected research processes a researcher is involved with over time, a community career of status positions that are associated with specific work roles, and an organizational career that consists of a sequence of organizational positions. The model “brings work back in” the understanding of academic careers, and turns the analysis of academic careers into an interdisciplinary enterprise between the sociology of science, organizational sociology, and higher education research.

Two applications demonstrated that analytically separating the three careers and studying their interactions enables new research questions and answers to them. In particular, careers turn out to be an important phenomenon that mediates between the institutional conditions of research and the diachronic structures that emerge in the production of scientific knowledge. Studying academic careers is therefore an indispensable part of investigations of institutional influences on the content of research.

How can the proposed model of three interacting careers be turned into a middle-range theory? A theory could be developed by linking specific conditions for careers to specific career patterns, and through them to career outcomes in form of specific scientific knowledge. Constellations of conditions, career patterns, and outcomes can be expected to vary between both scientific fields and national career systems. Further research would also need to include teaching as a second major work role of academics at universities. The teaching role positions academics in different communities, and appears to be linked to universities more strongly than the research role. Thus, there is a superposition of forces at work here, and looking at the academic career only within the context of research roles is an analytical simplification that needs to be overcome by future research.

Finally, it will be interesting to see which other careers belong to the class we claimed for academic careers, namely the class of careers built around diachronic structures of work, in which previous work has a stronger influence on current work than the current organization. The so-called creative industries, and the arts more generally, might be a good place to start looking.
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